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Abstract: Financial and banking institutions that have adhered to the new internet and technology era in the 
hopes of delivering better customer experience and service availability have embraced technology with both 
hands. However, this has caused a wide range of problems due to the ever-increasing complexity of systems used 
to deliver these services.  
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1.  Arguments and general 
considerations 

 
A particular domain, extremely sensitive 
regarding data protection, is the financial 
one, including, of course, the bank domain. 
Taking into consideration the level of 
globalization and the dynamic business 
environment, many organizations 
externalize certain services. Cloud hybrid 
pattern is implemented taking advantage of 
the benefits brought by the private cloud , 
as well as by the public one but, due to the 
special character of the data, implementing 
some security mechanisms   are necessary 
to be implemented that will have as purpose 
isolating information from the unauthorised 
access. Do the material advantages 
generated by the implementation of new 
technologies justify taking the risk of 
reputation and of possible financial losses 
that cannot be foreseen? It's exactly this 
lack of predictability that usually imposes 
to the financial system a careful behaviour 
in implementing the new technologies. Are 
security and management policies of the 
providers aligned to those of the 
beneficiaries? In the last decade, the 
financial institutions face more and more 
advanced persistent threats (APTs ). There 
were also cases when, employees of cloud 

services providers did not respect the 
internal operating protocols allowing access 
of unauthorized persons to confidential 
data. The question is then what are the 
losses, in case of an intentional threat from 
the inside or of the decision to alienate the 
data base of a client  in exchange of some 
material benefits.  
The companies that, at this moment have 
the data base a little digitalised are more 
reserved while, the companies with a wide 
experience and a history in the field of 
digitalised data base processing are more 
open. On the other hand, according to a 
study published in March 20151, the 
companies with less than 500 employees 
and the companies with more than 5000 
employees have a rate of acceptance and 
adoption of new information storage and 
processing environment strategies much 
bigger than the companies with a number of 
employees between 500 and 5000. The 
fears expressed by the financial institutions 
subject related to the cloud phenomenon 
could be classified according to their 
importance: 
- implementation of security measures 

adapted to the new necessities (θθ%); 

                                                 
1 Cloud Security Alliance – How cloud is being used in the 
financial sector: Survey Report, March 2015 
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- auditing, permission for incidents 7η%  
 

- data basis encrypting (4θ%); 
- data encryption and  “tokenisation” 

(4θ%); 
- effect of criminal terms generated by 

possible incidents (42%); 
- loss of clients data in cloud (20%). 

The extremely important elements 
in the good running of the financial 
institutions are confidentiality, integrity, 
availability and most of times non-
repudiation of processed information. For 
understanding the possible impact on the 
financial domain in general, it is necessary 
to detail a little the two previous actions. 

Regarding the confidentiality, as 
we will see in the next chapter, (Juridical 
implications and answer to incidents) data 
can be stored in many copies, in more 
jurisdictions with different types of 
legislation, this very fact making more 
complicated the cooperation protocol 
between the financial institution and 
provider. The legislation and the 
regulations regarding the confidentiality 
and data protection, such those from EU 
and US Safe Harbor Programme but 
especially  USA Patriot Act, require a  
knowledge of data storage in any moment. 
What is allowed in one country may be a 
possible crime in other country2. 

Elements of conformity must be 
obeyed equally by  the client financial 
institution and by the services provider. The 
management of access and associated 
policies must be identical. There cannot be 
exceptions if building a common security 
system  is wanted. Respecting the 
transparency principles , the cloud provider 
must prove the internal control capacity, 
control of implemented confidentiality 
measures and of communication channels 
that need to be periodically tested during 
operations. Accessing a client data must be 
done without compromising other client's 
data, respecting all laws, regulations and 

                                                 
2 http://www.cert-
ro.eu/files/doc/775_20131030091057011764400_X.pdf 

standards, the result of  executed auditing 
actions by the juridical authorities need to 
certify implementation of all conformity 
measures. But legislative unevenness  even 
in side EU generates more controversies 
and decreases trust in a cooperation in this 
field. The measure to take must be 
implemented globally in trying to prevent, 
as much as possible, the crimes, especially 
given the fact that the decentralized nature 
of online environment  allowed money 
laundry become a quite common practice 
among individuals that perform  illegal 
activities an example like that being the 
transaction by virtual coins (e.g bitcoin3). 

Even if we previously presented 
some disadvantages of cloud computing , 
the subject referring to security requires a 
more careful and more detailed analysis 
given that the cloud technology  
automatically involve development of new 
attack ways over the information and the 
number of links of the “trust chain” 
necessary to ensuring confidentiality and 
data security increases given that the 
physical infrastructure can be owned and 
operated by more providers.  

A report from  2013 highlighted a 
few vulnerabilities4:  
- data compromising: the leak of 

information is one of the continuous 
threats to the 

financial institutions and the 
implementation of classical protection 
methods (e.g. encryption/decryption) do not 
have the same expected effect, the impact 
can produce security breaches on another 
level of the system- creation of a security 
copy in another space increases the 
exposure and on the other hand, the loss of 
decryption key can make impossible to 
recover the files/applications (including the 
auditing ones); 
- hacking  the accounts and the services: 

fraud , exploit of software 
vulnerabilities,phishing, vishing, as well as 
other attack methods expose the access 
                                                 
3 Bitcoin - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bitcoin  
4 http://www.cert-
ro.eu/files/doc/775_20131030091057011764400_X.pdf 

https://mail.bcr.ro/OWA/redir.aspx?C=laPztk2MXUa45frm2i7yBEFTzrREhNJITjGZtTBWDEDHLhGEVG6mZmW4SDuVcmtUpZz44HLef1w.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.cert-ro.eu%2ffiles%2fdoc%2f775_20131030091057011764400_X.pdf
https://mail.bcr.ro/OWA/redir.aspx?C=laPztk2MXUa45frm2i7yBEFTzrREhNJITjGZtTBWDEDHLhGEVG6mZmW4SDuVcmtUpZz44HLef1w.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.cert-ro.eu%2ffiles%2fdoc%2f775_20131030091057011764400_X.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bitcoin
https://mail.bcr.ro/OWA/redir.aspx?C=laPztk2MXUa45frm2i7yBEFTzrREhNJITjGZtTBWDEDHLhGEVG6mZmW4SDuVcmtUpZz44HLef1w.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.cert-ro.eu%2ffiles%2fdoc%2f775_20131030091057011764400_X.pdf
https://mail.bcr.ro/OWA/redir.aspx?C=laPztk2MXUa45frm2i7yBEFTzrREhNJITjGZtTBWDEDHLhGEVG6mZmW4SDuVcmtUpZz44HLef1w.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.cert-ro.eu%2ffiles%2fdoc%2f775_20131030091057011764400_X.pdf
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credentials , a very mediated case in 2010 
hinting to a security vulnerability  (Cross-
Site Scripting - XSS); 
- blocking services (DoS, DDos):  attacks 

at applications level through a lot of 
volumes of small size, aims at slowing the 
processes and the services offered so that 
they bloc or interrupt (if possible) the 
service exploitation by  the users offered by 
the cloud provider; 
- problems with the distributed 

technologies: in case of a cloud 
architecture, 

compromising a component of a technology 
common to more clients,can affect the 
whole system and implicitly all the clients. 

A new tendency of the criminality 
“industry” has become the use of cloud for 
controlling entire botnet networks5 by 
means of C&C (Command and Control) 
server type which can be found in the 
cloud. The reason for which the hackers 
“plant” these servers in cloud type 
infrastructures is to slow down the network 
traffic analysis  done between the infected 
terminal an online services and for making 
difficult the distinction between legal and 
illegal traffic. In order to extend the control 
to the terminals for a longer period of time, 
most malwares incorporate a series of 
DGA6 (domain generation algorithm) up to  
50,000 domains a day and automatic search 
of  C&C servers,to continue getting and 
sending instructions, even if the legal 
bodies have stopped communication with 
the identified servers. 

We remember just a few 
“attackers” typology which overlap in terms 
of action at the same time on the same areal 
and/or the same target: 
- White Hat Hackers –experts in security, 

specialized in penetrating networks and 
showing the eventual vulnerabilities in 
order to improve the security  of a company 
or institution; 
                                                 
5 botnet – o reţea de calculatoare ale căror sisteme de securiate au 
fost compromise şi sunt controlate de o terţă parte - fiecare 
terminal compromis poartă denumirea de „bot”,  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Botnet  
6 Domain Generation Algorythm,  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domain_generation_algorithm  

- Black Hat Hackers –  use their 
knowledge for penetrating on personal 
purpose 

networks and security systems and to create 
malwares/viruses; 
- Script Kiddies – with reduced skills and 

knowledge as compared to Black Hat 
Hackers,use tools developed by the later 
ones in order to penetrate websites /systems 
and to build own reputation; 
- Attacks/attackers sponsored by nations- 

develop upon agreement and the 
support of 

a nation theoretically having unlimited 
resources, the targets might be military, 
financial, governmental, industrial,civil, 
etc; 
- Spies/industrial espionage – the 

companies can call for some hackers 
help for 

penetrating the security systems of some 
competitors in order to seep out 
confidential data (patents, plans, internal 
documents); 
- Terrorists/cyber terrorism- in general 

attacks which have critical 
infrastructure as 

targets; 
- Taking into account the details above, 

we can understand much better the fears 
and 

the objections  of the financial companies 
regarding the implementation of the new 
technologies in the context of companies' 
necessity to protect clients recordings 
against any threat and unauthorised access. 
Being convinced that there are more aspects 
that can be discussed related to the present 
subject, we can present part of the problems 
that can provoke very important reputation 
and financial losses  at general level as well 
as at particular level – institution7: 
- monetization by the cloud providers of 

confidential data ; 
- lack of very solid regulations globally 

adopted , in extreme situations, can lead 
to collective clients processes; 

                                                 
7 http://www.cert-
ro.eu/files/doc/775_20131030091057011764400_X.pdf 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Botnet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domain_generation_algorithm
https://mail.bcr.ro/OWA/redir.aspx?C=laPztk2MXUa45frm2i7yBEFTzrREhNJITjGZtTBWDEDHLhGEVG6mZmW4SDuVcmtUpZz44HLef1w.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.cert-ro.eu%2ffiles%2fdoc%2f775_20131030091057011764400_X.pdf
https://mail.bcr.ro/OWA/redir.aspx?C=laPztk2MXUa45frm2i7yBEFTzrREhNJITjGZtTBWDEDHLhGEVG6mZmW4SDuVcmtUpZz44HLef1w.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.cert-ro.eu%2ffiles%2fdoc%2f775_20131030091057011764400_X.pdf
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- reduction of services and cloud 
applications availability if these were 
“suffocated” 

or interrupted may cause main disturbances 
in the well functioning and may block 
functional processes with major 
implications; 
- access interface are not common to all 

providers: replacement of the provider, 
migration or other operations involving 
strategy changes dependent on the 
provider's technology may generate non-
sustainable costs and placement as captive 
consumer, even if the resources do not 
positively meet  the necessity criteria. 

The procedures and the business 
processes must adjust the security policies 
and the work fluxes. Limits and 
responsibilities must be defined so that the 
internal structure of the financial institution 
should not be affected . Any externalized 
service to  tertiary must obey the same 
security rules. The public or financial 
institutions must respect the norms 
regarding the segregation of the network 
infrastructure depending on the access to 
the data, the implementation of a  DMZ8 
(demilitarized network), as well as of some 
DLP (data loss prevention) systems 9. Few 
of the good practices measures in the 
security field should be implemented by 
absolutely all financial companies:  
- plan-do-check-act (PDCA)10: 

preparation of a response plan in case of 
a security 

breach, integration of these procedures in a 
list of actions , checking the compliance 
with the procedures ad their correction if 
they don't produce the expected effect; 
- monitoring the network traffic: in 

monitoring, recording and correlating 
the 

network traffic , generally  SIEM11 type 
tools are used (Security Information and 

                                                 
8 DMZ, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DMZ_(computing)  
9 DLP, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_loss_prevention_software  
10 PDCA, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PDCA  
11 SIEM, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Security_information_and_event_m
anagement  

Event Management) in order to identify 
possible security breaches;  
- policies of data erasure: since there are 

methods to recover the data on physical 
environments even if they had been erased, 
it is necessary that the discarded storage 
equipments be completely destroyed in 
order to avoid possible data leaks; 
- collecting logs: for facilitating the 

investigation process after the 
identification of a 

possible breach. 
 

2.  Globalisation 
 

2.1.Cloud accounting  - a new challenge 
for accounting 

In  2013, a representative from Romania as 
vice-president was elected in  Bruxelles 
during the Assembly of European 
Accountant Federation. Globalisation is 
required by the technological process and 
by the applications which are in a 
continuous development. Acquisition of 
more efficient softwares and implicitly  
more expensive, involve acquiring IT 
support which allow applications to run in 
optimal conditions. More personalities 
support the measures regarding aspects that 
should be regulated in detail and that refer 
to transitory dispositions and the period of 
time dedicated to this change, proportional 
application of the standards. An 
accountancy software in cloud environment 
would allow access and data updating from 
any point and at any moment.. In a study 
realised by the Consult Blue Company at 
CIO Council request CIO Council 
(Association of Information and 
Communications Directors in Romania) -  
„Cloud Adoption 2012”, is presented in a 
very interesting aspect: 55% of the big 
companies in Romania use, in different 
forms, technologies of cloud computing 
category. The study regarding migration of 
the financial and accountant process is 
supported also by  KPMG, according to the 
analysis done in 2012.  

The monthly accountancy flux for 
data processing of a company implies a few 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DMZ_(computing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_loss_prevention_software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PDCA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Security_information_and_event_management
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Security_information_and_event_management
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stages starting from collecting and storing 
justifying documents from clients to  
elaboration of checking balances, data 
centralization and transposition in fiscal 
declarations. A  cloud accounting platform 
would allow to some operations and 
accountant processing be exclusively clients 
tasks to a stage where the flux of 
information operations would overlap those 
done by the traditional accountancy   
programs12. Documents can be uploaded 
online by eliminating client picking times. 
In addition, the platform can provide 
functions that otherwise would be 
purchased from the vendor under a contract 
of "accommodation" with legislative 
changes. SaaS (Software as a Service) 
provides the answer to all expectations. If 
strong financial service companies own 
data coming from other departments  are 
updated and automatically entered in the 
analysis, the result can be delivered in real 
time for policy makers to identify market 
needs and provide the necessary resources. 
SaaS (Software as a Service) provides the 
answer to all expectations. If strong 
financial service companies own data 
coming from other departments and are 
updated automatically entered in the 
analysis, the result can be delivered in real 
time for policy makers to identify market 
needs and provide the necessary resources. 
Some advantages of cloud computing in 
accounting relate to: 
- automation of data collection and 
processing; 
- lowering IT costs and procurement 
services; 
- real time access to information; 
- back-up services that lower the risk of loss 
/ damage information; 
- improving collaboration and financial 
communications, including social 
interaction between accounting / accounting 
department and customer / other 
departments; 

                                                 
12 Bogdan Ştefan Ionescu, Cristina Prichici, Laura Tudoran - 
Cloud Accounting - A Technology that may Change the 
Accounting Profession in Romania, audit Financiar, Anul XII, nr. 
110 – 2/2014 

- preventing errors in the conduct 
of business, increase data accuracy and 
eliminate duplicate information; 

- improve service control and 
authorization; 

- improvement of auditing in 
general, regardless of company size. 

The main concern remains the 
confidentiality and security of access.  

Although implementation of the 
new system will also have side effects 
related interruption of business, the 
protection linked to new forms of risk and 
will require investments related training to 
the employees, the skeleton and the actual 
construction of supporting the business will 
require progress in the allocation and 
personnel changes. 

 
2.2.Single Euro Payments Area - project 

overview SEPA in Romania  
By establishing the SEPA project is In 
terms of breaking down barriers, even if it 
will enhance the integration of the banks, 
as in fact all other financial institutions, are 
these to be affected by growing 
competition. However the vision of the 
future payments in euro European 
Payments Council (European Payments 
Council - EPC) that counts 69 members, 
banks and banking associations from 31 
countries and over 300 specialists 
representing credit institutions in all 
sectors of the European market. To 
develop new services to consumers, 
common practices should be supported by 
efficient infrastructure for payments 
processing and a harmonized legal 
framework which must comply with SEPA 
standards, for the PSD (Payment Services 
Directive - PSD) Regulation no. 2560/2001 
on cross-border payments in euro, 
Regulation no. 1781/2006 on information 
about the payer accompanying transfers of 
funds, Regulation no. 924/2009 on cross-
border payments in euro, the FATF 
recommendations on terrorist financing - 
recommendation VII for wire transfers 
(2004) and others. 
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Fig. 1 SEPA Project Organisation13 

The SEPA project in Romania 
stipulates that the first phase cooperation 
and dialogue between the National Bank of 
Romania, TransFonD, the Romanian 
Banking Association and the State 
Treasury, targeting, before switching to the 
single European currency, the adoption of 
SEPA standards for domestic and ensuring 
compliance with respect to the  handbooks 
of rules listed above. 

Payment Services Directive - 
Directive 2007/64 / EC establishes the 
requirements for transparency and 
disclosure, rights and obligations of users 
and providers of payment services, unitary 
prudential requirements  and the regime for 
authorization and supervision, and the set of 
rules, applicable Equally non-bank banking 
and payment services, extremely important 
issues, as we shall see in the next chapter 
(the legal and incident response). European 
Parliament and Council approved in 2012 
Regulation (EU) no. 260/2012 as amended 
by Regulation (EU) no. 248/2014 
establishing technical and business 
requirements for credit transfer transactions 
and direct debit transactions in euro, which 
is mandatory for all EU member states in 

                                                 
13 www.infosepa.ro 

adopting national legislation non requiring 
adoption in national legislation.  

Where the European Union aims to 
create SECA14, SEPA encourages the 
gradual replacement of transactions and 
cash services through electronic: initiating 
payments via internet, to bring mobile 
payments, e-invoicing e-invoicing, credit, 
direct debit mandates electronically, e-
reconciliation-reconciliation, etc. 

The SEPA project is just one of the 
projects which support globalization and, in 
turn, needs the support of all the bodies 
involved. Accessibility, addressability and 
full transparency in terms of services and 
prices are clear evaluation criteria. The 
technical requirements are not simple. 
Technical interoperability is another 
requirement is a prerequisite for 
competition.  

3. Conclusion 
 
To create an integrated market for 

electronic payments systems in euros, it is 
essential that the processing of credit 
transfers and direct debits is not hindered 
by business rules or technical obstacles 
such as compulsory adherence to more than 
one system for settling cross-border 
payments15. The services provided by PSP 
(payment service providers, according to 
                                                 
14 Single Euro Cash Area 
15 Regulamentul (UE) nr. 260/2012 
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Regulation (EU) no. 260/2012), public 
administrations and national central banks, 
as well as other heavy users of regular 
payments based on technical infrastructures 
that include, among others, accessibility 
cloud. The advantages of the new 
technology outweigh the potential risks and 
oblige operators to adopt safety measures. It 
is a clear example of a technology 
conjunction globalization leading to the 
measures that are intended to be 
implemented to ensure financial 
globalization. 
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